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Sep 24, Sarah rated it did not like it Recommends it for: It is truly a black, black tragedy that the words in this
book were placed in that particular order, published, and distributed. How could this have ever possibly been
popular? If it serves any use at The Lovely Bones has got to be the most baffling, poorly written,
jaw-droppingly bad book that I have ever set my eyes on. If it serves any use at all, it might be a perfect guide
on how not to write a book. It is filled with some of the worst sentence-level writing that I have ever
encountered. From bad description to horrible grammar to utterly confusing metaphors, Sebold covered it all.
A tell-tale way to spot a weak writer? She asked for coffee and toast in a restaurant and buttered it with her
tears. She buttered the coffee and toast with her tears? It seems to lack a plot. You know, that thing that books
are supposed to have. Sebold has the same problem: A girl dies and watches her family from heaven. But what
do the characters want? What drives the story forward? The characters get older and keep bumping into each
other. Things change, and things often do, but there is no forward movement and certainly no building of
suspense. She is just plain bold when it comes to doing whatever she feels like, and she feels like doing the
weirdest stuff ever. Her characters never have interesting or complex thoughts. Not even the serial killer or the
mother whose daughter was murdered. As you might guess, there is a lot of laughing and crying in this book.
When a character is confused, they laugh and cry at the same time. This also happens often. I feel a little better
after venting. I feel like my own writing might have been permanently damaged by reading this bookâ€¦ like a
couple ofâ€¦ ferociousâ€¦ olives?
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At most you feel them as a whisper or the wave of a whisper undulating down. I would compare it to a woman
in the back of a lecture hall or theater whom no one notices until she slips out. Then only those near the door
themselves, like Grandma Lynn, notice; to the rest it is like an unexplained breeze in a closed room. Grandma
Lynn died several years later, but I have yet to see her here. I imagine her tying it on in her heaven, drinking
mint juleps with Tennessee Williams and Dean Martin. It was a suprise to everyone when Lindsey found out
she was pregnant My father dreamed that one day he might teach another child to love ships in bottles. He
knew there would be both sadness and joy in it; that it would always hold an echo of me. I would like to tell
you that it is beautiful here, that I am, and you will one day be, forever safe. I did that for my mother who,
having stayed, found herself facing the yard again. Marvel was what she did at all the flowers and herbs and
budding weeds. Marveling was what she mostly did after she came back- at the twists life took. They kept
sharing when they felt me. Being together, thinking and talking about the dead, became a perfectly normal part
of their life. And I listened to my brother, Buckley, as he beat the drums. And he had more and more moments
that he chose not to disbelieve. Even if surrounding him were the serious surgeons and scientists who ruled
over a world of black and white, he maintained this possibility: If he ever doubted, he called Ruth. Ruth, who
graduated from a closet to a closet-sized studio on the Lower East Side. Ruth, who was still trying to find a
way to write down whom she saw and what she had experienced. Ruth, who wanted everyone to believe what
she knew: They are the oxygen we breathe. Now I am in the place I call this wide wide Heaven because it
includes all my simplest desires but also the most humble and grand. The word my grandfather uses is
comfort. Where you can live at the edge of your skin for as long as you wish. This wide wide Heaven is about
flathead nails and the soft down of new leaves, wide roller coaster rides and escaped marbles that fall then
hang then take you somewhere you could never have imagined in your small-heaven dreams.
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The book concerns a crime that could not be more horrible, the rape and murder of a year-old girl; but its tone
is joyful, its message comforting, and its metaphysics unimpeachable in a culture which prides itself on its
piety while adhering to an incoherent gospel of personal growth. Mr Harvey offers Susie a Coke, tells her she
is pretty, asks her if she is a virgin, bars her exit from the bunker, then rapes her. Afterwards, Mr Harvey
dispatches Susie with a gentle request that she tell him she loves him. Her body is not immediately discovered,
though the police find the knitted cap that her mother made for her and that she refused, on fashion grounds, to
wear; Mr Harvey had stuffed it into her mouth to stifle her screams. A body part, an elbow, is recovered, and
while her mother persists for a while in the hope that a girl might live on even without her elbow, the family
gradually accepts that Susie is never coming home. The police pursue the case, but as time passes and no
culprit is found, their pursuit becomes less and less committed. Susie is a bright and ironical observer, even of
her own murder: He liked to pretend he was carrying a needle full of embalming fluid around with him. She
would never have told me this stuff. We never had to go inside except for art class. The boys did not pinch our
backsides or tell us we smelled; our textbooks were Seventeen and Glamour and Vogue. She has a roommate,
Holly, another dead teenager, with whom she shares similar tastes: Then, as his consciousness woke, it was as
if poison seeped in. In the walls of my sex there was horror and blood, in the walls of hers there were
windows. That American readers have become so enchanted by the character of Susie, who manages to be
lively even when dead, is no great surprise. Being in heaven is like participating in a not especially
intellectually rigorous self-help encounter group. But the false note that can be detected in this episode has
been sounding throughout the book, albeit more quietly. The Lovely Bones aims to be, in the end, a feel-good
book about rape, torture and murder, and while such an unlikely achievement is remarkable, it is also
unsettling in ways that Sebold does not begin to address. Sebold herself was raped as an year-old college
student â€” she told the story in her first book, a memoir entitled Lucky, and it is fair to assume that salvaging
hope and humour and humanity out of horrible violence is an important personal project. In the summer of ,
the news media in the United States, as in the UK, were filled with accounts of girls abducted and assaulted;
one pair of Californian teenagers who, having been raped, managed to escape their drifter attacker, even went
on national television to describe their ordeal. For all the specific horror of the individual cases, such stories
are formulaic, replaying a narrative of innocence lost, illustrated by photographs of beaming, trusting girls.
These stories represent a highly concentrated version of the omnipresent anxiety about the loss of childhood
innocence that can be found in contemporary American culture; and one of the ways in which American
parents worry that their children are being robbed of innocence is through their exposure to stories of real-life
violence on television. The idea of an epidemic of children being snatched by their neighbours amounts to a
fantasy that itself borders on the supernatural: Cuteness, it turns out, is immortal. When the President made his
announcement he reported that Brenda Van Dam, the mother of Danielle Van Dam, who was abducted and
murdered early this year, and Erin Runnion, the mother of Samantha Runnion, who this summer was snatched
from outside her home then raped and murdered, had recently spoken with one another, and he gave their
account of that exchange: There is a scene in The Lovely Bones in which Susie meets another girl who has
been killed by Mr Harvey and whose own version of heaven includes twirling so that her skirt flies out and
dances around her. Sebold has written the perfect novel for this American moment.
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These were the lovely bones that had grown around my absence: And I began to see things in a way that let
me hold the world without me in it. The events my death brought were merely the bones of a body that would
become whole at some unpredictable time in the future. The price of what I came to see as this miraculous
body had been my life. George Harvey, her year-old neighbor who lives alone and builds doll houses for a
living, persuades her to have a look at an underground den he has recently constructed in the field. Once she
enters, he rapes and murders her, then dismembers her body and puts her remains in a safe that he dumps in a
sinkhole. The police talk to Harvey, finding him strange but seeing no reason to suspect him. Jack takes an
extended leave from work. Later, Len Fenerman, the detective assigned to the case, tells the Salmons the
police have exhausted all leads and are dropping the investigation. That night in his study, Jack looks out the
window and sees a flashlight in the cornfield. Thinking it is Harvey returning to destroy more evidence, Jack
runs out to confront him, armed with a baseball bat. The police do not arrest Lindsey for breaking and
entering. Harvey flees from Norristown. Abigail leaves Jack and eventually takes a job at a winery in
California. Sometime after the celebration, while arguing with his son Buckley, Jack suffers a heart attack.
Meanwhile, Harvey returns to Norristown, which has become more developed. He explores his old
neighborhood and notices the school is being expanded into the cornfield where he murdered Susie. Ruth
senses the women Harvey has killed and is physically overcome. Susie, watching from heaven, is also
overwhelmed with emotion and feels how she and Ruth transcend their present existence, and the two girls
exchange positions: The two make love as Susie has longed to do after witnessing her sister and Samuel.
Afterwards, Susie returns to Heaven. Susie moves on to another, larger part of Heaven, but occasionally
watches earthbound events. Lindsey and Samuel have a daughter together named Abigail Suzanne. While
stalking a young woman in New Hampshire , Harvey is hit on the shoulder by an icicle and falls to his death
down a snow-covered slope into the ravine below. Characters[ edit ] Susie Salmon, a year-old girl who is
raped and murdered in the first chapter. She narrates the novel from Heaven , witnessing the events on earth
and experiencing hopes and longings for the everyday things she can no longer do. Jack Salmon, her father,
who works for an insurance agency in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania. Abigail Salmon, her mother, whose
growing family responsibilities frustrate her youthful dreams. She tries to help her father investigate Harvey.
His unplanned birth forced Abigail to cancel her plans for a teaching career. He sometimes sees Susie while
she watches him in her heaven. After Abigail leaves, Lynn helps raise her grandchildren. A serial killer of
young girls, he murders Susie and goes unpunished, even though the Salmons come to suspect him. He
eventually leaves Norristown to escape the investigation and continues killing as he moves across the country.
Years later, he dies in an accident while stalking a potential victim. Throughout the novel Susie refers to him
as Mr. Harvey, the name she had addressed him by in life. Ruth becomes fascinated with Susie, despite having
barely known her while she was alive, and begins writing about seeing visions of the dead. He is first
suspected by the police of murdering Susie, but he later proves his alibi. He is the one Susie spends her short
time on earth with that she is granted years after her death. His wife commits suicide some time before the
events of the novel take place, and he later has an affair with Abigail. He sees Jack Salmon holding a bat, with
a distraught Clarissa nearby. While the text does not say so explicitly, it is implied she is Vietnamese
American. Franny, a woman who worked as a social worker before being shot. Dewitt encourages Lindsey, a
successful athlete, to try out for his team. She teaches both Lindsey and Susie. Reception[ edit ] Alice Sebold
in Critics in the US were generally positive; many noted that the story had more promise than the idea of a
brutally murdered teenage girl going to heaven, and following her family and friends as they get on with their
lives would have suggested. In a interview, he stated the reader has "an experience when you read the book
that is unlike any other. The film opened to a limited release in three U.
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He is a rapist and a serial killer who raped and murdered Susie Salmon. Contents Biography Novel The novel
and the film are relatively the same in portraying his character with the exception being that the film omits his
sympathetic backstory: When Harvey was eight years old, he witnessed his mother being gang-raped by a
group of men whom she had robbed. Shortly afterward, his cold, abusive father banished her from the family.
Movie As an adult, Harvey murdered a number of girls and women. He took a souvenir from each victim. He
lived alone in Norristown, Pennsylvania, making a living building dollhouses and claiming to be a widower.
Between murders, he satisfied his bloodlust by torturing and killing animals. In , he lured his year-old
neighbor Susie Salmon into an underground "clubhouse" he had built in the woods near his house, and raped
and murdered her once she was in his power. He then dismembered her body, put it in a safe and dumped it a
landfill. He kept a piece of her bracelet as a souvenir. He thought he got away with the "perfect crime", and
started to look for more other victims. Susie, while looking down from Heaven on her family and her
murderer, had to choose between her family and vengeance. She eventually found it, but Harvey caught her.
He ran after her, but she was too quick and got away with the evidence. Harvey realized that he would be
caught if he stayed, so he packed up and moved. After leaving Pennsylvania, he lived a nomadic existence for
several years, and eventually settled down in New Hampshire. On a wintry night, he approached a young
woman named Clair outside a diner and offered to give her a ride, intending to make her his next victim. She
rebuffed his advances, however, telling him to "piss off". Moments later, an icicle hanging from a tree fell on
his shoulder. Stunned, he stumbled backwards on a slope and into a ravine. He was severely injured and
knocked unconscious, and eventually died of exposure. List of Victims Besides Susie, Harvey murdered
several other girls and women: Sophie Cichetti - A year-old woman in Pennsylvania whom Havey murdered
in They had sex, and he impulsively smashed her skull in and left her body by a creek. He lured into a shack
he had built and raped and murdered her. Flora Hernandez - An 8-year-old girl in Delaware, whom he
murdered in Harvey had only wanted to touch her, but he killed her when she screamed. He left her body to
decompose in an old basement. Only her left sock and shoe was ever found. Jackie Meyer - A girl in Delaware
who has just turned 13 when Harvey killed her in Her body was found in a drainage ditch by the side of the
road. Leah Fox - A 12 year-old girl whom Harvey murdered in Delaware in He fell asleep on top of her after
he raped her and she suffocated. She was already dead when Harvey dumped her corpse in a river. She was
waiting for her father to close up their shop when Harvey kidnapped, raped and strangled her. Gallery George
Harvey in his everyday life. Before the icicle fell on him to cause his demise, it emits a strange yellow light
indicated that Susie did indeed choose revenge by making the icicle fell on him from the afterlife.
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She is murdered in the first chapter in the novel and the film. She is raped and killed by Mr. When Susie is on
Earth, her dreams are fairly typical for a well-adjusted, talented girl. High school is the big deal in her
immediate plans. In her Earthly life she sees the mediocrity of junior high fading into the past, as she becomes
the queen of high school. This is why, in her first heaven, "all the buildings looked like suburban [â€¦] high
schools built in the s". The photos of her mother that Susie leaves behind help her father, Jack, to understand
Abigail. This understanding leads to a strengthening of their relationship. Susie carries this photographic eye
with her into heaven, and she often tells her story pictorially, as stressed in one of the few titled chapters,
"Snapshots. She has begun to lose her baby fat and develop a more adult-like figure. A detailed description of
Susie is never given. The clothes she was wearing when she died include a pair of yellow bell-bottom pants, a
shirt and a royal blue parka. In the film, Susie is portrayed by Saoirse Ronan. Her appearance remains much
the same as it is in the novel, except for the fact her hair is lighter than mousy-brown, with more blonde
highlights. She also has blue eyes in the film as her eye colour is never given in the novel. Quotes Edit
"Always, I would watch Ray ; I was in the air around him, I was in the cold winter mornings he spent with
Ruth Connors; and sometimes Ray would think of me, but he began to wonder maybe it was time to put that
memory away, maybe it was time to let me go. I took his photo once as he talked to my parents about his
border flowers. I was aiming for the bushes when he got on the way. He stepped out of nowhere and ruined the
shot. He ruined a lot of things. I was alive; I was alive in my own perfect world. As usual, Grandma Lynn was
wrong. The connections, sometimes tenuous, sometimes made at great cost, but often magnificent. And I
began to see things in a way that let me hold the world without me in it.
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